
Members present: Roger Savage, John Greer, Ron Shuebrook, Jon 
Purdy, Janet Junbrack, Karl MacKeeman, Joyce Hanson, Peter Leverman

The meeting opened with a presentation by Carl AfParian.
Following this presentation, Ron Shuebrook brought up the subject 
of money and the possibility of getting an auditor. There was a 
lengthy discussion of this issue. It was decided that Janet 
Junbrack. and neith Laws would, get together to look into our 
financial state and that, if this was not possible, Sue Beaver 
would arrange for an accountant to come in. r s . Bertha Larsage 
L2j-B153 was mentioned as a possibility.
m/s Junbrack/Hanson that a committee be formed to revise the budget 
motion carried. After she has figured out the balance of the bank 
account, Janet Dunbrack will contact Roger Savage, John Greer,
Jon Purdy, Joyce Hanson and. Hattr Prentiss to work with herself on 
this committee.
There followed a discussion of Carl Affarian’s work. In the midst 
of this discussion it was m/s MacKeeman/Greer that there be a 
majority vote of those members present decide on show proposals.
* otion carried. A show was granted to Carl Affarian with ,.on 
Shuebrook as sponsor.
8:25 John Greer left.
It was decided that Sue Beaver should get a folder for each CORE 
member about Manpower’s On the Job Training.
Sue Beaver reported on some of the comments she has heard regard
ing the proposed changes in structure of membership/board and read 
the minutes of the general meeting held here on Jecerriber 11. As a 
result it was decided that she should write a letter to all the rrem 
bers describing the three possibilities discussed, the fact that 
the third one was passed, and mentioning that, since there had b en 
some dissatisfaction voiced, the CORE has felt it necessary to re
open this issue, so would members please submit any proposals in 
writing one week ahead i, Jan.15/76) so that a final decision can 
be reached at that meeting. A copy of this letter plus a copy of 
the minutes should be mailed to each member soon, 
canet Junbrack. suggested that we shoul assume all board members 
have read the minutes and will bring questions for the agenda.
There was general agreement with this idea.
Roger Savage reported that Shoestring is sending us a copy of 
their loan form/agreement which should be here soon. As we l l , Sue 
Beaver will call Mary Evans at Jalhousie Art Gallery to see if they 
have a similar form which they could, send to us.
It was decided that Sue Beaver and Michael Fernandes should get 
together with Gary Johnson to draft a proposal for an On the Job 
Training grant.
jon Purdy will check for proper filing cabinets for the gallery; 
meanwhile, Roger Savage will bring in some sturdy boxes for this 
purpose. He will also exchange the telephone answering device, 
since it seems to be defective. The cost of this machine is to 
come out of the publicity budget. oince the typewriter is still 
not working properly, Sue Beaver should make a list of all the 
things wrong with i t ; she should also make an estimate of all 
necessary office supplies to be given to the committee revising 
the budget.
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Roger Savage provided a copy of the lease for the gallery files.
It was decided again that everyone should bring in any keys for 
this space. It was also decided that Sue Beaver should contact the 
landlord about changing the lock on the vault door.
Until more money is forthcoming it was decided that sick days will 
be docked from the co-ordinator’s salary; if more money is forth
coming, 1 1/2 days per month will be instituted, m/s Junbrack/
Purdy that a substitute be paid the minimum wage. Motion passed. 
Karl MacKeeman offered his services as an employment agency and 
will provide Sue Beaver with a list of students who could be called 
to substitute which she will maintain in a file. Regarding the 
Curator’s Monthly meetings, Sue Beaver will contact Mary Evans 
about being put on the list to receive an agenda and, if possible, 
minutes for each meeting so that she can make arrangements to atteri 
any meeting that seems to be of interest to •.■ye Level.
The gallery is to be closed or have a workshop running while the 
co-ordinator is on vacation. Karl MacKeeman suggested applying 
for funding to run evening classes in the space. Ron Shuebrook 
suggested musical type evenings, with Eye Level splitting any take 
with the musicians. Peter Leverman suggested life drawing classes. 
It was also suggested that we contact other organizations such as 
the designer Craftsmen and getting them actively involved. firm 
proposals with hours, fees and costs are to be brought in to the 
next meeting.
m/s Ounbrack/hanson that the gallery be closed on statutory holiday 
The new hours are 12 - 5 pm Tuesday to Saturday.
m/s ;Ambrack/ anson that the co-ordinator’s salary be $1 1 5./week.
It will be paid by post-dated cheques.
The recommendations for lighting are:

1. Strips with swivel lights attached at three foot intervals 
three to four feet out from the wall, utilizing the trac lights 
down the centre of the vault room.

2. Row of high intensity bulbs with plywood/foil board (as in a 
lowered ceiling; for a more diffused light, probably much more 
expensive.

3. LOT fluorescent tubes unless the tubes are color co-ordinated 
and to not flicker.
1 decision should be reached at the next meeting.
Karl MacKeeman has started writing letters regarding the Quebec 
exchange show and has committed the gallery to $150.00. He will 
provide the gallery with copies of these letters and a budget with 
a breakdown of expenses, also any further information.
The bank has been changed to the Scotia Square branch; the new 
account number is 559-13.
10:30 Janet Dunbrack left, will be here at noon to sign cheques, 
it was decided that Sue Beaver would get a copy of the letter sent 
to '. Sul1ivan from Keith laws.
when the cheque for Gerry MacNeil is sent, a press release should 
also oe sent out. .oger Savage will send . r. MacNeil a poster 
from the auction. He will also leave bills for the auction with 
the co-ordinator, including 15.00 for poster expenses, .10 parking 
.30 bridge tokens.
m/s Hanson/Leverman that we consider a substitute for cork panels 
for our bulletin board. Sue Beaver will check the price of dona- 
con da board.
JH0V* SCHEJULE:
(Rm. 1 - glass doors, dn. 2 - windows, Rm. 3 - vault.
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ARITST 
Ken Curran 
Art Correspondence 
Goluch & Thorpe 
Carl Affarian 
Garry Conway 
Craig Warner 
Felicity tedgrave 
Forest City Exchange 
Peter Leverman 
Marjorie Boyd 
Open Nude 76
Roger Ravage will sponsor t 
due Beaver should call Juli

DATES SPACE
Jec . 23-Jan, 17 urn. 3
)ec . 23-Jan, 9 R m . 1
Jan.13-31 R m . 1
Jan.22-F e b .16 R m . 3
Feb . 18-i-.ar. 6 All
Mar.9-27 R m . 1
Mar.9-27 Rm. 2
Apr.26-May 15 All
May 2 0-June 12 All
April 1-21 Rm.. 1
surnme r s ometime A] 1
.s show.
H ea1e v about a definite soace an d t irne

AGENDA NOTES:
1. Dates for shows done earlier,
2. Keys to be added to next agenda.
3. Sick leave, etc., settled earlier.
U. Quarterly report not ready yet.
3. It was decided tnat Sue Beaver should write to Barteaux again about. N .S. Derby 

tickets.
6. Sue Beaver reported that we made v6.00 on the Banff trip, but,, tnat the tapes

are not yet transcribed.
7. Roger Savage, Keith Laws, Karl MacKeeman <k Don Purdy are to apply for a

Halifax Civic Grant before their deadline of December 31 > 1973•
8. Since there is an overabundance of applicants for the unfilled spots on the

CORE, all present members should file resumes and Sue Beaver will contact tne 
new possibilities, asking for resumes and explaining tne situation to them.

9. The telephone answering device is to be replaced, tne new one installed Dec.19.
10. Copies of tne proposal for the amalgamation of APto/Eye Level are to be sent 

to each CORE member with the minutes. Until the CORE has haa time to think 
about it, it is tabled.

11. See L.
12. The draft of the exhibition report sheet was tabled until the next meeting.
13* New Auction costs were reviewed earlier in the meeting, ft. Savage presented

these costs for Eyeopeners - Poster costs - 15*00, liquor - 39*bO, poster 
mailing - 3*3^, film, flash, etc, - .67 ♦ 3*75, also 21.05 from tne Little 
Print and Drawing Show.

lu. Axiom, Atlantic Advocate, SHU Journal, and Lower Sackville Vine will De added 
to our media contacts list.

15* we did not review the P.R. Mailing list.
16. Review of local media acvertising rates was tabled until the next meeting.
17. The status of Ar-tick-les, Nude/6 and Open Sculpture shows was dealt with.
18. The CRMP format was added to the draft of exhibit proposal guidelines, also 

mention of the automatic 4>3QCO.OO insurance on the whole space. It was 
decided to place a copy on the bulletin board and send a copy to all artists 
who have had shows granted already.

19* A decision between posters and card mailers was tabled until tne next meeting.
A suggestion was made to have a 3-U month calendar type poster or mailer 
with everything listed on it.

20. Long distance phone calls from CORE members, as well as the gallery, are to be 
allowed for in the new budget.

21. Janet Dunorack will provide us with the oank balance.
22. Most of the works in Eyeopeners were to be picked up Friday, Dec.19.
23* Carl affarian was seen first.
24. It was decided that Hatti Prentiss should do a draft of the history of the 

gallery and present it at the next meeting.
25. The report for the registrar of Societies was tabled until the next meeting,
26. ihe definition of memoership status was tabled until the general meeting,Jan 22.

■
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27. The committee to revise the revised tudget should allow lor U.I.C.,C.P.P.
26. A clearer definition of the gallery will be provided for the funding comm

ittee at the general meeting.
29. The idea of having Rm. 2 for the display of members work, separate from snows, 

was also tabled until the members meeting.
30. It was decided that having a list of works witn values on display should be 

covered in the exhibition agreement.
31. Sue Beaver reported that Hark Adams nad spent $36*93 on plywood and paint for 

the sign.
32. Don Purdy suggested a re-voting on Sylvia Tritthardt's work at tne next meeting 

under the new ruling of a majority of members present.
33* The letter from Canada Council about the meeting of parallel galleries was 

read. Joyce Hanson will go.
The meeting broke up, dispersed, at about lk:30 am.


